Cell-matrix interactions during tumor invasion.
This manuscript reviews the molecular aspects of tumor cell invasion of extracellular matrix. The changes in cell:substrate and cell:cell receptors that characterize motile cells are discussed for their importance not only in mediating invasive cell behavior, but also as diagnostic markers for invasive potential. Autocrine motility and scatter factors probably have key roles in initiating migratory behavior, while specific and non-specific extracellular matrix alterations can facilitate cell locomotion. The manuscript reviews reported changes, such as induction of cell motility, matrix degrading enzymes, and invasive/metastatic potential, which can follow transfection with ras oncogenes, and details the key roles of metalloproteinases, heparanase, and plasminogen activator in matrix degradation. Enzymatic inhibitors of initial steps in extracellular matrix degradation, such as rTIMP, and synthetic blockers of adhesive steps in tumor cell invasion represent types of reagent with potential as anti-metastatic agents. Their potential usefulness may be increased if they can be incorporated into a novel, long-term, non-traditional delivery system.